SCRIPT ONE

Hi, I’m ___________ with your news headlines.

Cheaper holidays and wanting a good tan are two of the reasons being suggested for a sharp rise in the number of skin cancer cases in England. The number of people being admitted to hospital with it went up nearly a third over 5 years.

The first pictures of Brad and Angelina's wedding have emerged. One is on the upcoming issue of Hello magazine and sees Angelina looking over her shoulder so you can see the back of her dress. She said in the past her kids would play a big part in the wedding - this is evident in the dress as there appears to be children’s drawings all over the back and on the veil.

Radamal Falcao's move to Manchester United was confirmed at 1.30 this morning. It means United have spent nearly 150 million pounds this transfer window - thought to be the highest by any club ever. Former player Phil Neville says boss Louis Van Gaal means business.

And away from the football... in tennis, Andy Murray beat a top ten player for the first time in over a year. He got past Jo Wilfried Tsonga in straight sets to get through to the quarter finals of the US Open.
Hello, I'm __________ with your news update.

In the last hour the World Cup has officially kicked off with the opening ceremony in Brazil. England's first game is on Saturday. Earlier police clashed with protesters who say the tournament's a waste of money.

Emergency measures are being introduced to tackle the backlog of passport applications. Anyone who can prove they need to travel urgently will be fast tracked for free. However ministers admit there's no big solution.

Britain won't get militarily involved in Iraq but America might. Al Qaeda linked fighters have seized three cities there. Today Iraqi forces launched air strikes on them.

Sun cream alone - even factor fifty - may not prevent us from the deadliest form of skin cancer. So says a new study. The advice is to cover up as well.

And our Brazilian summer continues. Tomorrow will be sunny and hot with a temperature of 26 Celsius.
Hi I'm______________ with your morning headlines and first we're heading to Iceland, where a volcano is making airline companies pretty nervous.

Experts there are warning that earth tremors underneath the country's largest glacier, mean there's a chance of a volcanic eruption. If that happens, it could throw out a giant cloud of ash into the sky which might mean planes across Europe aren't allowed to fly. So far though, no flights have been cancelled and officials are keeping an eye on things.

Next up, Is it a bird? Is it a plane? Neither... It's a hover bike!

This amazing aircraft can be piloted by a person or controlled by a remote control. It takes off, lands and flies just like a helicopter but its designer believes the hover bike could be an improvement..

Leeds Rhino's fans will be waking up happy this morning, as their team won the Rugby League Challenge cup at Wembley yesterday.

The Rhino's put on a ruthless display, beating the Castleford Tigers 23- 10. Leeds had lost in three previous finals before yesterday. This win gives them their first Challenge Cup in fifteen years.

That's all from me, I’ll be back at about midday - with a full report on that amazing hoverbike! See you then.

Don't forget to check out the website for all the rest of the day's stories.